Abstract. Most available aspect-oriented languages today are extensions to programming languages. However, aspect-orientation, which is a paradigm for decomposition and modularization, is not only applicable in that context. In this paper, we introduce aspect-oriented software development concepts to workflow languages in order to improve the modularity of workflow process specifications with respect to crosscutting concerns and crosscutting changes. In fact, crosscutting concerns such as data validation and security cannot be captured in a modular way when using the constructs provided by current workflow languages. We will propose a concern-based decomposition of workflow process specifications and present the main concepts of aspect-oriented workflow languages using AO4BPEL, which is an aspect-oriented workflow language for Web Service composition.
Introduction
A workflow process is a specification of a business process in a form that can be executed by a workflow management system. Typically, a workflow process specification defines a set of activities, the order of their execution, the flow of data between them, the participants that perform them, and the applications that support their execution. The specification of a workflow process involves several workflow aspects or workflow perspectives [12, 27] . The authors of [27] differentiate five perspectives: the functional, the informational, the behavioral, the operational, and the organizational. In the following, we will use the term workflow perspective to avoid confusion with the term aspect [20] as used in the terminology of aspect-oriented programming.
In this paper, we focus on the modularity of workflow process specifications. Some few workflow languages such as MOBILE [18] allow for modular workflow process specifications by separating the parts of the specification that correspond to the different workflow perspectives. We will focus on the separation of concerns and crosscutting concern modularity rather than the separation of perspectives. We observe that current workflow languages do not allow to properly modularize concerns that cut across process boundaries such as security and data validation. Thus, the process code 1 of those crosscutting concerns is spread across several workflow process specifications (the scattering problem) and intertwined with the process code addressing other concerns (the tangling problem). The lack of a module concept for crosscutting concerns in workflow languages leads to monolithic and complex workflow process specifications that are hard to understand, maintain, change, and reuse.
In addition, current workflow languages do not support a modular expression of changes (and especially crosscutting changes) as first-class entities. Workflow changes span the different workflow perspectives and there is no module concept for encapsulating all workflow constructs that belong to some change. This makes understanding and managing changes (e.g., undoing changes) a difficult task.
Similar modularity problems have been identified in the context of programming languages, which lack mechanisms to encapsulate the code of a crosscutting concern such as security, logging, persistence, etc. Aspect-Oriented Software Development (AOSD) [9] has emerged as a paradigm that explicitly addresses those modularity problems by introducing some new programmatic constructs.So far, aspect-orientation has been mostly applied to object-oriented and procedural programming languages.
In this paper, we propose using aspect-orientation concepts in the context of workflow languages to solve the modularity problems mentioned above. We introduce aspect-oriented workflow languages, which provide concepts for crosscutting modularity such as aspects, join points, pointcuts, and advice. Aspectoriented workflow languages support a concern-based decomposition of workflow process specifications instead of the perspective-based decomposition: The business logic, as being the main concern in workflows, can be specified in a modular way within a workflow process module and crosscutting concerns can be specified in a modular way using workflow aspects. Like workflow processes, the specification of a workflow aspect involves the different workflow perspectives.
The concepts that will be presented in this paper are not just theoretical ideas. They have been already validated in AO4BPEL [3, 6] , which is an aspectoriented extension to BPEL. The prototype implementation of AO4BPEL [1] can be considered as a proof-of-concept for aspect-oriented workflow languages. As BPEL is a domain-specific, this paper tries to generalize those ideas to other general-purpose workflow languages.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give an overview of the WFMC workflow meta model and workflow languages. In Section 3, we illustrate through examples the modularity problems of workflow languages with respect to crosscutting concerns and changes. In Section 4, we present the main concepts of aspect-oriented workflow languages and show how they are incorporated in AO4BPEL. In Section 5, we report on related work and Section 6 concludes the paper.
We introduce the WFMC meta-model for process definition to give an overview of the main concepts encountered in workflow languages. Then, we present a graph-based workflow language that we will use throughout this paper.
The WFMC Workflow Meta-Model
The Workflow Management Coalition (WFMC) has defined a workflow process definition meta-model, which provides a common method to access and describe workflow definitions in a vendor independent way. This meta-model covers the different workflow perspectives mentioned earlier. The different entities in this meta-model are explained in the following.
Workflow Process Activity A process activity comprises a logical, selfcontained unit of work that will be processed using a combination of a resource and a software application. An activity could be either atomic or composite (the functional perspective).
Transition Information Activities are connected to one another via transitions. The transition information describes possible transitions between activities and the conditions which enable/disable them during workflow execution (behavioral perspective).
Workflow Relevant Data This defines the workflow data, which can be either used to maintain decision data (e.g., to evaluate conditions) or to held the input and output data of the activities. Activities can also access environment and system data (informational perspective).
Workflow Participant Specification This describes the resources (humans and/or software applications) that perform the process activities. There is a participant assignment attribute of the activity, which associates it to the set of resources that may be allocated to it (organizational perspective).
Workflow Application Declaration This includes the applications and tools that are invoked by the workflow engine to execute the process activities (the activity implementation). The application assignment attribute of an activity associates it with the application that executes it (operational perspective).
A Basic Workflow Language
There are several classes of workflow languages: graph-based, Petri-net based, state and activity charts, and script or workflow programming languages [21] . We will use a the simple graph-based workflow language presented in [25] to illustrate the issues of crosscutting concerns in workflow process specifications. We chose this graph-based language because it illustrates well the activity graph, which is the basis for the discussion on crosscutting concerns in Section 3. However, the observations that we made apply also to the other kinds of workflow languages. Moreover, this language allows us to explain the concepts of aspect-oriented workflow languages independently of BPEL. This language provides two kinds of objects: nodes and transitions to model processes. There are two classes of nodes: activity nodes that represent the workflow activities and choice/merge nodes. Activity nodes are represented by a rectangle and choice/merge nodes are represented by a circle. A transition links two nodes in the graph and is represented by a directed edge. A transition shows the execution order of its source node and destination node. A workflow process can be modeled by connecting nodes with transitions into a directed acyclic graph using the modeling structures shown in Figure 1 . This language supports the basic workflow control patterns [30] . In addition, it provides other generic workflow modeling constructs such as iteration and nesting.
Crosscutting Concerns in Workflows
We consider two workflow processes: one for order processing and one for call for bids (CFB for short) processing. Both processes are modeled in Figure 2 using the workflow language presented in Section 2. The order processing workflow (Wf1) is executed whenever a customer places an order. It first checks if the requested product is available. If not, the order is rejected and the process terminates. Otherwise, the price calculation activity executes; and after its successful completion the workflow proceeds with the request confirmation activity.
The second workflow process (Wf2) is executed whenever a call for bids is received. It also checks for product availability. If the product is available, an offer is made and sent to the party that published the CFB. Otherwise, the call for bids data is stored and the process terminates. The activity make an offer is a composite activity, which includes the price calculation activity.
We will elaborate on data validation and security as examples of crosscutting concerns in workflow specifications. The point that we intend to convey here is that workflow designers need in many situations to add data validation and security activities, which cut across several workflow processes and lead to modularity problems. 
Data Validation
According to the WFMC, workflow data is divided in three kinds: workflow control data, workflow relevant data, and workflow application data. In the following, we focus on workflow application data because the other two types of workflow data are generally not accessible to ordinary users. Hence, when we speak of data, workflow application data is meant.
Business processes involve several business partners such as customers, suppliers, financial institutions, etc. Consequently, the organization that deploys a workflow process receives data from external sources outside its domain of control. Such data might be invalid and requires semantic or syntactic validation.
The order data is semantically invalid if e.g., the customer specifies a nonexisting product ID. The call for bids data is syntactically invalid if it does not match some XML type specification (e.g., when this data is received from an external broker).
Some commercial workflow products such IBM MQ Workflow [15] and BizTalk Server [22] can be used with tools that support data validation. The WebSphere Data Interchange tool supports several data validation and mapping operations. The BizTalk Server provides data validation by verifying each instance of a document against a specification. With those tools data validation activities are added to the process without showing up in the workflow process. However, even with those tools there are still cases where adding data validation activities to the process specifications is necessary, e.g., for semantic data validation.
In order to insure the validity of order data and CFB data in the order and CFB processing workflows, the programmer has to add data validation activities to those workflows as shown in Figure 3 , where those activities are represented by small rectangles dashed with vertical lines. The data validation activities are composite activities, which validate the order or the CFB and if it is invalid they send a fault and terminate the process because there is no need to proceed with the other activities in Wf1 and Wf2 when the order or CFB is invalid.
We observe that the data validation activities are spread across the workflow processes Wf1 and Wf2. If the activity receive order for instance occurs several times in one process or in many processes then the same activity for validating the order data would have to be added after all those occurrences. In addition, the resulting workflow processes address not only the business logic concern but also the data validation concern. When we look at the workflow process specifications of Wf1 and Wf2 (cf. left side of Figure 4 ) these observations are confirmed. In fact, the workflow constructs (activities, variables, transitions, participant and application declarations) that implement the data validation concern are scattered across many workflow processes and are not localized in a separate module although they all address the data validation concern. Moreover, the resulting workflow process specifications are tangled, i.e., business logic activities are intertwined with activities that address other concerns. This leads to complex workflow specifications, which are hard to understand, to maintain, and to change.
Security
In [23] , the authors differentiate three levels of security in workflows. Level 1 security (database-level) insures that each activity is performed by an authorized subject i.e., the subject is granted access to the underlying data objects of the activity. Level 2 security (workflow-level) insures that access to that data is granted only during the execution of the respective activity. Level 3 security (application-level) focuses on application-specific security requirements.
For the purpose of this discussion, we concentrate on level 2 and level 3 security. In fact, some security requirements in workflows could be supported in layers below the workflow level, e.g., in the database, in the messaging infrastructure, or in the application that implements some activity. However, workflow-level and application-level security requirements have to be addressed in the workflow process because they require knowledge about the workflow execution state and the application semantics that is unavailable in the underlying layers. In that case, it becomes necessary to have security activities in the workflow process.
Some commercial workflow management systems can be used with tools that provide advanced security support. For example, the WebSphere MQ Extended Security Edition is an add-on to the IBM MQ Workflow [15] that such workflow data protection by signing and/or encrypting messages. In such case, security activities are added to the workflow without showing up in the workflow specification. However, this tool does not support workflow-level and application-level security requirements, which can only be supported by adding security activities explicitly to the workflow process. So, there are always cases, where adding security activities the workflow process is unavoidable.
For example, it might be necessary to insure the integrity and confidentiality of application data at the workflow level if this feature is not provided by the underlying layers. Assume that the price calculation activity in the order processing workflow is performed in an external subsidiary by calling some application via CORBA. Then, the subsidiary replaces that application with a Web Service that uses WS-Security. If the workflow management system hosting the order process does not support secure Web Service calls it becomes necessary to add activities to the workflow to secure the data before and also after the price calculation activity because the response of the price calculation Web Service might be secured. In this case, one would have activities in the workflow processes for e.g., encrypting and signing data.
Another well-known example of workflow-level security requirements is that authorized subjects should gain access to the required data only during the activity execution (and not before or after its execution). This means that the security system should authorize the subjects in synchronization with the progress of the workflow. Several workflow management systems do not support such temporal authorization [31] . To support this authorization model in those systems, the workflow designer has to add activities, which notify the authorization system before and after the execution of the process activities as illustrated by the small rectangle dashed with diagonal lines in Fig. 3 .
Like for data validation, the security activities are scattered across Wf1 and Wf2 and the resulting workflow process specifications suffer from tangling.
When the workflow designer needs to add support for crosscutting concerns such as data validation and security, he/she not only has to modify the activity graph by adding new activities as shown in Fig. 3 . There are other workflow constructs that should be added to the respective workflow process specifications such as variables, participant declarations, application declarations, etc. In lack of a module concept for modularizing the workflow constructs that belong to a crosscutting concern, the scattering problem spans all those constructs and is not only restricted to activities.
One might argue that the data validation and security could be implemented as part of the activity implementation in separate modules; and thus would not be referenced at the level of workflow process model. This means that the activity implementation would consist of a core business object that is supported by well-modularized help objects for data validation and security. Such solution assumes a green-field engineering scenario and it is also not feasible if the activity implementation is unavailable (e.g., only binary code) or unaccessible (a remote application e.g., an external Web Service).
Crosscutting Changes and Change Modularity
When the workflow programmer adds support for security or data validation to the workflows Wf1 and Wf2, he/she has to do with a crosscutting change that spans several processes. In the following, we focus on the modularity of expressing workflow changes and crosscutting workflow changes in particular. To study how changes are expressed, we take as example the adaptive workflow management systems ADEPT [24] and WASA [32] .
We observe that ADEPT and WASA do not provide a module concept to express a change as a first-class entity. They just provide a set of dynamic change operations e.g., for adding or deleting activities and edges to/from the activity graph. Therefore, understanding what the change is about can only be done implicitly by looking at the change operations and the API calls that were used to introduce it, or by comparing two workflow schemes.
In addition, we argue that a workflow change does not only encompass the insertion or removal of workflow activities and control edges. Workflow changes span and affect the different workflow perspectives. They may also require new participant declarations, data declarations, and application declarations to be added to the workflow schema.
The previous discussion motivates the need for a module that encapsulates all workflow constructs that belong to a given change. In presence of such a module, changes will be expressed as first-class entities. Thus, they can be understood and managed more easily. In particular, to undo temporary changes one only has to deactivate the change module. The need for modular change expression is even stronger in the case of crosscutting changes, which affect several places in various workflows.
Aspect-Oriented Workflow Languages
Aspect-oriented workflow languages are workflow languages that provide constructs typically found in aspect-oriented programming languages such as aspect, pointcut, and advice.
Aspect-Oriented Programming
Aspect-Oriented Programming [20] introduces a new unit of modularity called aspect aimed at modularizing crosscutting concerns in complex systems. In this paper, we use the terminology of AspectJ [19] , the most mature AOP language today. It introduces three key concepts: join points, pointcuts and advice. Join points are points in the execution of a program. In object-oriented programs, examples of join points are method calls, constructor calls, field read/write, etc. A pointcut is a means to identify related join points. It can be thought of as a predicate on attributes of join points. One can select related method execution points, e.g., by the type of their parameters or return values, by pattern matching, etc. The crosscutting functionality at join points identified by a pointcut is specified in an advice. The advice code is executed when a join point in the set identified by a pointcut is reached. It may be executed before, after, or instead of, the join point at hand, corresponding to before, after and around advice. With the around advice the aspect can control the execution of the original join point: It can integrate the further execution of the intercepted join point in the middle of some other code to be executed around it.
An aspect module consists, in general, of several pointcut definitions and advice associated to them. In addition, it may define state and methods which in turn can be used within the advice code. Advice code also has access to the execution context at join points that trigger its execution.
Concern-based Decomposition of Workflow Specifications
The aspect in aspect-oriented workflow languages is a module that encapsulates a non-functional crosscutting concern. This breaks with the tyranny of the dominant decomposition [28] and enables a multi-dimensional and concern-based decomposition along the process dimension and the aspect dimension. Hence, the workflow constructs that belong to some concern are specified in one module: The workflow logic is encapsulated in a process module and non-functional concerns are encapsulated in aspect modules as shown in Fig. 4 . The left hand side shows how workflow specification is done in current workflow languages. The right hand side of the figure shows how workflow specification can be done in a more modular way by using workflow aspects to encapsulate crosscutting concerns such as security and data validation.
AO4BPEL [3, 6] is an aspect-oriented extension to (BPEL) [10] , which provides a solution to the lack of appropriate means for the modularization of crosscutting concerns and for supporting dynamic changes in BPEL. AO4BPEL can be considered as the proof-of-concept for aspect-oriented workflow languages. We used AO4BPEL aspects to modularize various concerns such as measurement of activity execution time, auditing data collection, security, and reliable messaging [3, 6, 5, 7] . In the following, we will present the main concepts of aspect-oriented workflow languages and will use AO4BPEL to illustrate them. Aspects An aspect contains several pointcut and advice declarations. In addition, it defines the activities, transitions, data, participants, and application declarations that belong to a crosscutting concern as shown in Fig. 4 . This Figure illustrates how security and data validation are modularized by using aspects. Each aspect defines appropriate pointcuts to select join points in the base workflow processes Wf1 and Wf2 where the data validation and security advices will be executed. The left side of this figure shows how workflow specification is done in current workflow languages and the right side shows how it is done in aspect-oriented workflow languages.
An aspect-oriented workflow-based application consists of workflow processes capturing the core logic of the business processes and aspects capturing the other crosscutting concerns. The management staff would typically look only at the workflow processes (BPM view). The IT staff, which deals with the technical concerns would look at the workflow processes and the aspects (WFM view).
Aspects provide a cross-process view on how a certain concern is handled in several workflows. In this way, if the workflow programmer needs to understand or modify for example a security policy then he/she has to change one module only (namely the security aspect). As shown in Fig. 4 , there is one security aspect that captures the security code of the two workflow processes Wf1 and Wf2.
Aspects can also be used for expressing changes and crosscutting changes as first-class entities in a modular way. The pointcut of an aspect specifies all places that are affected by the change. The advice and the declarations for data, participants, and applications explain what the change is about. Moreover, with aspects a change could be switched on/off more flexibly by deploying/undeploying the respective aspect.
In AO4BPEL, aspects are written in XML syntax in separate files. In addition to pointcut and advice declarations, an aspect can also define the partner links, the variables, and the handlers (fault handlers, event handlers, compensation handlers) that are necessary to implement a crosscutting concern.
Join points and pointcuts In our approach, aspect activities are defined separately from process activities. Therefore, some means are needed to specify when aspect activities should be executed with respect to the workflow process. The join point concept refers to a point in the execution of a workflow process. Join points could be coarse-grained e.g., the execution of an activity [3] or finegrained e.g., internal points in the execution of an activity [5] . To simplify things, consider the execution of a workflow activity as a join point.
The pointcut language provides means to select a set of related join points, which could span different processes. A powerful pointcut language should provide constructs that enable a flexible join point selection according to the various workflow perspectives for two reasons. First, this would increase the expressiveness of the pointcut language and allow a pointcut to select all join points where some activity a that is reused in several workflows is executed (functional perspective), where some activity a is executed after another activity b (behavioral perspective), where an activity is executed by a certain participant (organizational perspective), where an activity modifies a certain workflow variable (informational perspective), where an activity is executed with help of an external application (operational perspective), etc. Second, some crosscutting concerns could be captured in a more natural and easy way when the pointcut language supports certain workflow perspectives. For instance, the join points where data persistence is needed could be selected in more natural manner when using a pointcut language that supports the informational perspective. Join points where security is needed could be expressed more easily with a pointcut language that support the organizational and the operational perspectives.
The pointcut language of an aspect-oriented workflow language can operate either on a text-based workflow specification (e.g., BPEL or XPDL) or on a graphical representation of the workflow (we call the latter visual pointcuts).
AO4BPEL supports workflow-level join points, which correspond to the execution of a BPEL activity as well as interpretation-level join points [5, 4] , which correspond to internal steps in the interpretation of an activity capturing for instance the point where a SOAP message of a messaging activity has been generated. As BPEL process specifications are XML documents, we use XPath [8] as pointcut language in AO4BPEL. For example, one could define a pointcut selecting all interactions with a certain partner Web Service by using the attribute partnerLink of the activities invoke, reply, and receive.
Advice After we selected a set of related join points with a pointcut, we specify with the advice what should happen at those join points. The advice is basically an activity that implements some crosscutting concern. The advice activity is executed whenever the respective pointcut matches an activity during the execution of the workflow process.
The semantics of the advice is to replace each join point activity by a composite activity that may contain the join point activity in addition to activities belonging to the crosscutting concern. If the join point activity is source or target of transitions, the composite activity becomes the source or target of those transitions. The advice is a self-contained activity, i.e., no transitions are allowed between the advice and the other activities of the workflow process except the join point. In the around advice, it is possible to integrate the execution of the join point in the middle of the advice using the proceed activity. The latter acts as a place holder for the current join point.
The advice activity can be executed before, after, or instead of the join points selected by the pointcut depending on the advice type. Other orders of execution between the join point activity and the advice are also possible according to the variety of workflow control patterns [30] . E.g., it is possible to define a parallel advice, which executes concurrently to the join point.
The advice activity needs in many cases to access the context of the join point activity. For example, a data validation advice for the workflow processes of Fig. 3 needs to access the output data of the join point activities receive order and receive CFB. The pointcut and advice languages should provide constructs to access the join point context in a generic way because a pointcut could select more than one activity, i.e., the advice cannot refer to the output variable of a join point by its name. The advice language should also provide context collection and reflection constructs to get the data and the other attributes of the current join point activity.
According to the aspect deployment strategy, the advice is either applied to all instances of the workflow process (process-level deployment) or to some workflow instances only (instance-level deployment). The pointcut language should provide appropriate constructs to support instance-level aspect deployment.
In AO4BPEL, the advice is a BPEL activity that can be executed before, after, or around of the selected join points. Some special constructs can be used in the advice such as the proceed activity and the reflection and context collection variables. For example, the reflective variable ThisJPActivity provides information about the current join point such as activity name, activity type, etc. The reflective variables ThisJPInVariable and ThisJPOutVariable refer to the input and output variables of the join point activity. AO4BPEL currently supports both process-level deployment and instance-level deployment. It also provides constructs to specify the execution order of aspects that are triggered at the same join point.
Aspect/Process Composition A mechanism is required for the integration of aspects with the workflow processes. In aspect-oriented programming languages, this mechanism is called weaving. The aspects and the base application are integrated at compile time in static weaving approaches and at runtime in dynamic weaving approaches.
In aspect-oriented workflow languages, the composition of aspects with the workflow processes can be considered as a transformation of the workflow activity graphs [13] , whereby activities that are matched by a pointcut are replaced by a new composite activity that contains the advice and the original join point with appropriate transitions. This transformation can be performed physically or logically, which results in two possible aspect/process composition approaches:
Process transformation: A tool is needed to merge the worfklow processes and the aspects (physical transformation) before deploying the resulting process. This tool performs the reverse work of what is shown in Fig. 4 . The benefit of this approach is that the workflow engine does not need to be modified, which makes the aspect-oriented extension independent of any specific engine. Moreover, one would have two versions of the workflow process (one before and one after weaving). The version before weaving is useful to understand the business process by abstracting away from technical details. The version after weaving is required to exactly understand and predict the workflow process that will be executed, which is necessary for workflow auditing and workflow log mining as well as for debugging.
Aspect-aware engine: The workflow engine should be modified to check for aspects before and after executing each activity (logical transformation). In this approach, the workflow process is not modified. The implementation of an aspect-aware engine is more complex than a process transformation tool and it makes our proposal dependent on a particular engine. However, it supports the dynamic composition of aspects and workflows, which could be very useful to enable flexible and adaptable workflows [14] . It makes it possible to deploy aspects that change running workflow processes. These aspects could be switched on and off flexibly without need to edit the workflow process definition and redeploy the process.
In addition to transforming the activity graph, there are common tasks that should be performed by the composition mechanism independently of the process/aspect composition approach. For example, aspect-local declarations for data, participants, and applications should be handled similarly to the declarations in workflow processes e.g., by adding those declarations to the workflow processes that are affected by the aspect. Another task is pointcut matching i.e., to decide whether some activity is matched by a pointcut. In addition, the composition mechanism has to resolve all context collection and reflection constructs (e.g., to get the input data of the join point) and special constructs (e.g., using the proceed activity) used in the advice.
Our implementation of AO4BPEL [1] is based on the aspect-aware engine approach, which supports in a better manner the dynamic composition of workflow aspects and workflow processes. Hence, it makes BPEL processes more flexible and dynamically adaptable [3] . Moreover, pointcuts that depend on runtime data and instance-based aspect deployment could be supported without adding hook activities to the workflow process to evaluate such runtime conditions. We extended the IBM BPWS4J engine [16] with support for aspects and dynamic aspect/process composition. The activity life cycle [11] of BPWS4J was modified to check before and after each activity if there is an aspect with a pointcut matching the current activity. If an aspect is found, the engine executes the respective advice. The overhead of these local checks is negligible when compared with the cost of Web Service interactions via the network as confirmed by the performance measurements that we presented in [6] .
Examples of Workflow Aspects
In the following, we show how the crosscutting concerns mentioned in Section 3 can be modularized using workflow aspects.
The data validation aspect defines two pointcuts selecting respectively all occurrences of the activity receive order and the activity receive call for bids. The data validation aspect defines two advice activities respectively for validating an order and a call for bids. Fig. 5 shows an excerpt of the data validation aspect in AO4BPEL with the assumption that the workflow processes Wf1 and Wf2 are specified in BPEL and deployed on our AO4BPEL engine. The data validation aspect defines a partner link to the validation Web Service and four variables for the input and output of the invoke activities that call the operations validateOrder and validateCFB on that Web Service. The pointcut of this aspect is an XPath expression that selects all receive activities matching the operations placeOrder and placeCFB in any deployed BPEL process. The after advice, which is associated with this pointcut is a sequence activity that contains calls the data validation Web Service and if the data of an order or a CFB is invalid (switch activity) the process terminates (using the terminate activity).
In this data validation aspect, the pointcut selects two activities; each of them could be reused in many workflows e.g., a third workflow Wf3 for processing orders that are placed after an accepted bid could contain another occurrence of the activity receive order.
The level-2 authorization concern could be modularized using an aspect that defines a pointcut selecting the activities price calculation and make an offer. This pointcut would be associated with an around advice, which calls the authorization system before and after each of the selected activities. The join point activities are executed between the two calls to the authorization system by using the proceed activity. The advice needs to pass reflective information about the current join point activity to the authorization system. In AO4BPEL, this is achieved by using the special AO4BPEL variable ThisJPActivity.
<aspect name="Level2Authorization"> <partnerLinks> <partnerLink name="AuthorizationWS" partnerLinkType="AuthorizationPLT" myRole="Process" partnerRole="AuthorizationSystem"/> </partnerLinks> <variables> <variable name="grantAccessRequest" messageType="grantAccessInput"/> <variable name="revokeAccessRequest" messageType="revokeAccessInput"/> </variables> <pointcutandadvice> <pointcut name="selected activities"> //invoke[@operation="processPayment"] | //invoke[@operation="makeOffer"] </pointcut> <advice type="around"> <sequence> <assign><copy> <from variable="ThisJPActivity" part="name"/> <to variable="grantAccessRequest" part="activityName"/> </copy><copy> <from variable="ThisJPActivity" part="process"/> <to variable="grantAccessRequest" part="processName"/> </copy></assign> <invoke partnerLink="AuthorizationWS" portType="AuthorizationPT" operation="grantAccess" inputVariable="grantAccessRequest"/> <proceed> <assign>...</assign> <invoke partnerLink="AuthorizationWS" portType="AuthorizationPT" operation="revokeAccess" inputVariable="revokeAccessRequest"/> </sequence> </advice> </pointcutandadvice> </aspect> Listing 1. A level-2 authorization aspect in AO4BPEL This level-2 authorization concern is a typical crosscutting workflow concern in general-purpose workflow languages. However, it does not make sense in the context of BPEL because BPEL does not support human tasks, role resolution, and task-list management. Nevertheless, there are already some proposals for extending BPEL with human tasks such as BPEL4People [17] . In listing 1, we show the level-2 authorization aspect using the syntax of AO4BPEL, the only available aspect-oriented workflow language to date.
Related Work
To our best knowledge, the idea of introducing aspect-oriented software development concepts to workflow languages is a novel one. AO4BPEL is the first aspect-oriented workflow language. We have presented the AO4BPEL language in [3, 6] . In [6] , we discuss several issues with regard to our approach such understandability, debugging, maintenance, static analysis, etc. In the current paper, we abstract away from BPEL and generalize the ideas of AO4BPEL to other workflow languages.
There are some other works such as [2] , [26] , and [29] , which have used aspects in the context of workflow management.
In [2] , the authors use AspectJ for the dynamic evolution of workflow instances. They use aspects in the object-oriented implementation of the workflow management system. They show different kinds of control flow adaptations such as insertion of a new activity to the process, replacement of an activity by another, etc. Unlike our proposal, the authors of [2] apply AOP at the implementation level and not at the workflow specification level.
The work presented in [26] calls for the specification of workflows according to the various workflow perspectives. In that paper, Schmidt and Assmann argue that the different perspectives can be merged together using an aspect weaver, but they do not present any implementation and do not give any details on how an executable workflow process could be generated from the different specifications of those perspectives. In our approach, we merge the specifications of the different concerns that are modularized in worklfow aspects (and not the different perspectives).
In [29] , the authors propose combining business process management and AOP to enable flexible and dynamic business processes. They weave a generalized process with participant process aspects, which are process steps that can be included in a business process to customize it for execution by a particular resource. Their implementation uses AspectJ and Java.
The papers mentioned so far do not introduce any aspect-oriented concepts (pointcut, join points, advice) to the workflow language. They use aspectoriented languages at the workflow implementation level only, unlike our proposal, which makes aspect-oriented extensions accessible to the workflow designer. Thus, we provide language means to modularize crosscutting concerns.
In [13] , the authors present a set of transformation operations on workflow graphs that range from basic transformations such as encapsulation in a sequence and moving join and splits to complex transformations. This work provides a good basis for aspect/process composition using a process transformation tool.
In this paper, we illustrated the modularity problems in workflow languages with respect to crosscutting concerns. To solve those problems, we proposed a concern-based decomposition of workflow process specifications. We also introduced aspect-oriented workflow languages, which support a more modular workflow process specification and a better separation of concerns by providing new language constructs such as aspect, pointcut, and advice. The idea of aspect-oriented workflow languages is not just theoretical but it was already implemented in AO4BPEL. As BPEL is a domain-specific workflow language, this paper tries to trigger thoughts and research efforts on the application of aspect-oriented concepts to other more typical workflow languages.
